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Abstract
The purpose of this thesis is to understand the quantum Hall effect in
graphene. In particular, we investigate the occurrence of various crystalline
phases in the first three Landau levels; we determine which crystalline structure
is energetically favorable as the filling factor is varied.
In this thesis, we begin with a review of the quantum Hall effect in the twodimensional electron gas (2DEG); we review and discuss the Hartree-Fock
method which has been successfully used to investigate various aspects of the
quantum Hall effect in the 2DEG. We then utilize the Hartree-Fock method to
investigate the quantum Hall effect in graphene and, in particular, the occurrence
of crystalline phases in the first three Landau levels.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Historical notes and statement of the problem

1.1.1 Hall effect and Quantum Hall effect
The historical roots of the Hall effect date back to the 19th century, before the
laws of quantum mechanics were known to physicists. In 1879, Edwin Hall, a
graduate student at Johns Hopkins University, discovered that when a magnetic
field was applied perpendicularly to a thin metal sheet that has conducting
current, a small electrical voltage appeared which was perpendicular to both the
sheet and the magnetic field. He observed that the voltage is proportional to the
strength of the applied field. This effect was named the Hall effect in his honor.
The Hall voltage and Hall resistance (the ratio of the Hall voltage to the current)
are now commonly used in physics laboratories to measure the strengths of
magnetic fields, as well as charge densities in various metals.

The birth of the quantum Hall effect (QHE) came at around 2 a.m. on the night
between the 4th and 5th of February 1980.

During an experiment at the High

Magnetic Field Laboratory in Grenoble, the German physicist Klaus von Klitzing
was investigating the transport properties of a Si-MOSFET device at very low
temperature and high magnetic field, to understand how quantum mechanics
influences the Hall effect. Remarkably, he found that the Hall resistance did not
change continuously when the magnetic field was varied smoothly; rather, it

1
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changed in steps [1]. Moreover, the steps did not depend on the properties of the
material - they were given by a combination of fundamental physical constants
divided by integers. This was a proof that quantum mechanics was altering the
Hall effect in profound ways. The phenomenon discovered by von Klitzing is now
called the integer quantum Hall effect (IQHE); for this discovery, von Klitzing
received the 1985 Nobel Prize in Physics.

In 1982, using GaAs/AIGaAs heterostructures, the 2DEG mobility was
increased to an unprecedented level; as a result, Tsui, Stormer, and Gossard
were able to take von Klitzing's experiment a few steps further.

In their

experiments, Tsui, Stormer, and Gossard worked at a lower temperature than
von Klitzing (near absolute zero), and they used a more powerful magnetic field
(close to a million times the Earth's magnetic field). To their great surprise, they
found a new step in the Hall resistance which was three times higher than the
highest one found by von Klitzing. Later on, they found more steps, which were
above (as well as between) the steps that corresponded to integers.
Remarkably, the heights of all the new steps could be expressed by the same
combination of physical constants as von Klitzing's steps, except now they
needed to be divided by fractions (compared to integers in von Klitzing’s work).
This "anomalous" effect took the physics community by surprise and came to be
known as the fractional quantum Hall effect (FQHE) [2]. In 1998, Tsui, Stormer,
and Gossard were awarded the Nobel Prize for this discovery.

In order to mathematically explain this novel physical phenomenon, a manyelectron wave function was suggested by Laughlin in 1983 for the fractional
plateaus around fractional filling factors in the idealized case where there are no
impurities in the sample [3].

Even though it neglects the disorder, this wave

function gives a lot of insight into the physics of the problem, namely it clarifies
how kinetic energy collapses into discrete levels and consequently Coulomb
interactions become more pronounced so that they make it possible for the Hall
quantization to be non-integer, and it shows that when a plateau occurs, the

2
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electrons form a so-called "incompressible quantum liquid" whose density, as the
name implies, does not easily change.

Basically, two-dimensional electron systems in a perpendicular magnetic field
exhibit a variety of phases, ranging from incompressible quantum liquids, which
are responsible for the integer and fractional quantum hall effects, to electronsolid phases such as charge density waves (CDWs) and Wigner crystal (WC) [5].
In fact at the beginning WC was expected to happen for the lowest Landau level,
however, this idea turned out to be wrong since it was proved that WC phase will
be melted by quantum fluctuations and hence the physics can be better
described by quantum liquid phases suggested by Laughlin. Therefore, in the
quantum Hall regime due to the fact that the kinetic energy gets into highly
degenerate discrete levels the only term one needs to care about in the
Hamiltonian is the Coulomb potential, and Coulomb interaction is the only
essential term in the Hamiltonian one needs to deal with.

1.1.2 Carbon allotropes and graphene

1D

DD

Figure 1.1: Crystal structure of different allotropes of carbon: (left to right) 3D diamond and graphite; 2D
graphene; 1D nanotubes; and OD buckyballs [17].

Carbon is the sixth element of the periodic table and
the fourth column.

It plays a unique role

intriguing elements in the periodic table.

is locatedat the top of

in nature, and is one of the most
It forms instars as a result of a

combination of three or-particles. Carbon is the only element in the periodic table
that

has

isomers from zero-dimensions

(Fullerene)

to three-dimensions

(graphite); Fig. 1.1 shows the crystal structures of different carbon allotropes. Its

3
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three-dimensional, diamond and graphite have been known since ancient times,
and

its

one-dimensional,

nanotubes,

and

zero-dimensional,

fullerene

(buckyballs), were discovered decades ago. The two-dimensional carbon
allotrope, graphene, which is a single one-atom-thick sheet of carbon atoms
arranged in a honeycomb lattice, however, was obtained almost

recently (in

2004) and immediately attracted a great deal of attention. The delay in giving
birth to this new allotrope of carbon was the fact that for decades scientists
presumed that a single 2D graphene sheet could not exist in its free state and the
reason was its planar structure that was thought to be thermodynamically
unstable and would possibly curl into carbon soot. In 2004, a group of physicists
from Manchester University, UK, led by Andre Geim, and the Institute for
Microelectronics Technology in Chernogolovka, Russia, led by Kostya Novoselov
put an end to that presumption and could isolate single graphene sheets. They
started with three-dimensional graphite, and extracted a single sheet using a
technique called micromechanical cleavage [6 ], [7]. Moreover, the quality of the
samples produced was good to the extent that ballistic transport [7] and quantum
Hall effect could be observed easily.

Hence, this leads to the observation of

many peculiar electronic properties such as quantum Hall effect.

The six electrons in carbon occupy \s2 2s2 2 p 2 atomic orbitals.
outermost electrons, one 2s electron and three
electrons.

2p

The four

electrons, are called valence

These electrons give rise to 2 s , 2 p x,2py and 2p 2 orbitals in the

crystalline phase. Therefore, basically the reason why carbon assumes many
structural forms is that it can form several distinct valence bonds which by
physicists are referred to as hybridization of orbitals.

In carbon the following

three possible hybridizations can occur; sp , sp2 , and sp2[8 ].

In graphene, the electrons in the s , p x , and /^orbitals of each carbon atom
form bonds with their three nearest neighbors in a .^configuration; the electron
in the

2 pz

orbital (which is perpendicular to graphene plane) forms a covalent n

4
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bond with its neighbors.

In studying the transport properties and solid state

characteristics, it is enough to consider only the energy band formed from the n
bonds, as the electrons in the s ,p x, and /^orbitals form the valence band and,
hence, are inert [9].

1.1.3 Statement of the problem; overview

In this thesis, we study the quantum Hall effect in graphene. More specifically,
we utilize techniques developed for the quantum Hall effect in the 2DEG and
apply them to a new system, namely graphene.

The rest of this thesis is organized as follows.

In Ch. 2, we review the

quantum Hall effect (QHE) in the 2DEG. We begin by reviewing the “Landau
level spectrum” of an electron in a magnetic field. Then we discuss the manyelectron problem and, in particular, the effects of interelectron interactions. The
many-electron problem is handled using the second quantized formalism; the
interelectron interactions are treated within the Hartree-Fock approximation
(HFA) [4]. Finally, the types of phases that are expected to arise are discussed,
and the phase diagrams for the first three Landau levels are presented. Having
reviewed the physics of the QHE in the 2DEG, in Ch. 3 we turn to the main topic
of this thesis, namely the QHE in graphene. We begin by discussing the single
particle spectrum - due to the relativistic dispersion in graphene, the spectrum
(and eigenfunctions) have a different form than in the 2DEG. Then, we go on to
treat the many-electron problem, adapting the HFA to the graphene system.
Finally, we discuss the types of phases that arise in graphene and present results
for the phase diagrams for the first three Landau levels.

(Our results for the

phase diagrams in graphene represent the new contributions of this thesis.) Ch.
4 of this thesis presents some concluding remarks.

5
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1.2 Basic relations and calculations

1.2.1 Electronic structure of graphene

Figure 1.2: Left: unit cell in real space of graphene with two different sites A and B, and its lattice vectors.
Right: first Brillouin zone in reciprocal space of graphene with its reciprocal vectors and high symmetry points
[48].

Graphene is a two-dimensional sheet graphite, consisting of carbon atoms on
the sites of a honeycomb lattice. The carbon atoms arrange into a honeycomb
lattice due to the hexagonal arrangement of sigma orbitals with

120

degree

angles between them [12]. Besides giving rise to the graphene structure, these
sigma orbitals form the valence band of graphene. The conduction band, on the
other hand, is generated by the n orbitals which are orthogonal to the twodimensional plane of this material. An important property of graphene is that
there is one electron per n orbital; hence, the conduction band of graphene is
exactly a half-filled.

As is well known, the honeycomb lattice is not a Bravais lattice; rather, it is a
lattice with a two-atom basis [10].
ax= a

The unit-cell vectors in real space are

\S
11
[ S l]
,a2 = a
, where a = la, I = \a2\ = 1.42x V3 = 2.46.4° is the
I 2 ' 2)
, 2 ’2J

lattice constant, and the nearest-neighbor distance between the
atoms is

a = 1.42 A° [8 ], [12].

two carbon

Moreover, the corresponding reciprocal lattice

Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.

2k
vectors bx and b2 are given by bx = —

. r

[8 ], and the

,1 and b2 = —

a

direction of the unit vectors of the reciprocal hexagonal lattice are rotated by 90°
from the unit vectors of the hexagonal lattice in real space. Fig. 1.2 shows the
unit cells in real and reciprocal space of graphene with their corresponding lattice
vectors and high symmetry points.

The first Brillouin zone of graphene has a hexagonal shape. Furthermore, it
has three points of high symmetry -

r = (0,0),

K

=

f 2k

2k *

aV3 ’ 3a>

and

2n
r ,0 -- the center, the corner, and the center of the edge, respectively
M-—
a V3 /
[1 1 ], and the energy dispersion is usually plotted within the triangle made from
these three points [8 ].

In fact

we

1 2k

- 2k '

k' =

.aV3 ’ 3a

have

two

different

points,

namely

k=

2k

2k

ka>/3 ’ 3a /

and

, in the Brillouin zone which are not equivalent [13]. Therefore,

once we use the reciprocal lattice vectors what we end up with is two cones on
the opposite sides of the Brillouin zone.

Moreover, if we look at the band

structure close to the chemical potential, we have a linear dispersion for energy
around the edges of the Brillouin zone.

Now, plotting the energy dispersion verses the wave vectors within the triangle
TMK in momentum space, we have two bands in this problem; an upper band
and a lower band. The upper half of the energy dispersion curve describes the
^-'-energy anti-binding band, and the lower half is the ;r-energy bonding band
(shown in Fig. 1.3). The upper ^*and the lower

k

band are degenerate at the K

points through which the Fermi energy passes. Therefore, graphene has a zerogap at the K points. The existence of the zero-gap at the K points stems from

Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.

the symmetry requirement that the two carbon sites A and B in the hexagonal
lattice are equivalent to each other [8 ].

rr'-band

J

M

K

Tr-baixs

Figure 1.3: The energy dispersion relations for graphene are shown throughout the whole region of the
Brillouin zone [8].

So by expanding the energy in momentum space near the high symmetry
points
k=

(in

the

Brillouin

and k' =

2n

zone)
- 2n

where

the

dispersion

vanishes,

about

, we will find that the Hamiltonian is linear in

momentum [14], [15], and is the Fermi velocity times a two-by-two matrix (in fact
it is the Dirac Hamiltonian in two dimensions). The point is that since the wave
functions are two-by-two matrices, they are basically spinors and they have two
solutions corresponding to sublattice A and B.

1.2.2 Tight-binding model
There are practically two different approaches to calculate the electronic
energy bands of a material. The idea of the free-electron approximation is that
the electrons in a crystal move essentially as free particles.

They feel the

periodic potential produced by the atoms and interact with other atoms too. This
approach describes electrons as plane waves and starts from the parabolic
dispersion of a free particle. The other approach, which we are going to apply in
our calculations and is suitable for graphene, is the tight-binding approximation.
Here, the electrons are considered to be part of the atoms forming the solid. The
8
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tight-binding model works quite well for calculations of the valence and
conduction bands of graphene [9],

As it has been explained in sec.1.1.2, every carbon atom has four valance
electrons, one

2s

electron and three

2p

electrons.

When these atoms are

distributed on the honeycomb lattice of graphene, based on the tight-binding
model we are using, the electronic wave functions from different atoms overlap.
However, the overlap between the pz wave functions with the s or px and py
electrons is strictly zero so what we are left with is just the electrons in pzorbitals
and we can treat the electrons in the pzorbitals independent from the other
valence electrons. These form the so-called

n

bonds of graphene.

Now in order to find the electronic band structure of graphene, it is suggestive
to work in momentum space. Therefore, we need to solve the following equation
in momentum space:

where H is the Hamiltonian of the system, E(k) are the eigenvalues at wave
vector k , and ¥ (£)

are their corresponding eigenfunctions.

As it has been mentioned earlier, the unit cell of graphene consists of two
carbon atoms labeled by A and B. The interesting thing about the honeycomb
lattice is that this nearest-neighbor hopping is going to happen between different
atoms (A and B), moreover, in this hopping process the characteristic energy
scale is of the order of 3 eV, and this energy scale is the dominant energy for the
motion of the electron, and all the hopping between the same type of atoms,
namely all second neighbors, is happened to be smaller than this dominant
energy scale [8 ], [9].
Therefore, describing the dynamics of electrons in graphene by a tight-binding
model with the nearest-neighbor hopping, and considering the tight-binding
Hamiltonian we obtain [16];
9
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H = - t ! (c;(/-)cJ(ry)+ c;(o)c,(/;))
<ij>

where the sum is over nearest neighbors and cs and c* are fermionic annihilation
and creation operators.

Now we need to consider the creation and annihilation operators for both A
and B atoms separately. Going to momentum space by a discrete Fourier
transformation we arrive at;
< ^ )= c (s )= ^

for A atoms and,
. & ) . >

j

4/ - * - - L i

+

+(rj)= c+{ R ' ) = - ^ t C; Be - ^ ' = - L ?

+ /- { '- f - * ') ]

XS E T T S '- x

]

for B atoms, where N is the number of unit cells in the solid and the sums runs
over all unit cells, i.e. all possible lattice vectors in the first Brillouin zone.

Inserting all the above ingredients in the Hamiltonian, we end up having a
Hamiltonian in momentum space in the following form;
o
hi

v 1
BI
0 \ r
ck
a

where hQ= exp
ik A

+ 2 cos — k y exp - i A = i t.

2->/3

and cA, c+
A and cB, cB are annihilation and creation operators for A and B atoms
respectively.

10
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Also, the energy dispersion is of the form [16];
E (k) = - 1{1 + 4 cos^-ky cos—^—kx + 4 cos2 ~^ky} 1/2.

The interesting thing about graphene is that at two points in the Brillouin zone
A
( 271 - 27t
this dispersion relation vanishes,
denoted by A: = I -^7 = , ^ - and k' =
a-JV 3a J
av3 3a,
E(k) = 0, and once we expand the energy dispersion relation near these two
points, we get a linear dispersion (Dirac relativistic type dispersion) near these
points which is identical to the behavior of relativistic particles [15].

Thus, Taylor expanding the energy dispersion relation near K and K f points
in the Brillouin zone and keeping terms only to the first order, the dispersion
relation reads;

E = -t

3a2 / „

.\1

V3a.

|

which can simply be written as; E = -h v f |fc|
•n/3a
where in graphene vf = - ^ - t is the Fermi velocity vf » C/300 (C the speed of
light)[17], the lattice constant a = |a,| = \a2\ = 1.42x V3 = 2.46A°, and the hopping
energy, t , as it was mentioned before is approximately 2.7 eV.

Therefore, it was shown that to a good approximation, the energy dispersion
of electrons in graphene is linear near the K points at the corners of the Brillouin
zone where the valence and the conduction bands meet, and hence near these
two points the electron dynamics is best modeled by relativistic Dirac equation,
i.e. a linear relation between energy and momentum, E = hvf \k\, in which the
Fermi velocity vf of the electrons replaces the speed of light. The dispersion
curve therefore implies that the electrons’ mass vanishes throughout a large

11
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range of momentum values in the crystal lattice, meaning that the electrons in
graphene behave like massless Dirac fermions.

It is necessary to note that

electrons are not actually massless, and this is basically due to the fact that the
effective mass is a parameter that describes how an electron at particular
wavevectors responds to applied forces. Thus, the vanishing of that parameter
indicates that the velocity of the electrons confined on graphene lattice remains
constant, i.e. they do not respond to applied forces.

12
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Chapter 2
The quantum Hall effect in the twodimensional electron gas
2.1 Single-particle spectrum

In a uniform magnetic field B , an electron with velocity v experiences a
Lorenz force which is perpendicular to both B and v : F = e v * B. By solving the
classical equation of motion, one finds the electron to exhibit circular motion with
eB

a frequency <ac = —

cm

, called the cyclotron frequency, and a radius

v
r =— ,
<oc

called the cyclotron radius. When treated quantum mechanically, as will be seen
below, cyclotron radii become quantized.

The coupling of charge to a magnetic field is obtained by the so-called
“minimal substitution” p

e ~
p + - A , where p is the canonical momentum and A
c

is the vector potential, with V x A = B . Therefore, the Hamiltonian for an electron
in a magnetic field is given by;

13
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As is well known, there is some freedom in the choice of^4 (as the only
requirement is that A give the correct magnetic field).

Hence, we exploit this

freedom and work in the Landau gauge A = (o,Bx) [22], In the Landau gauge,
the Hamiltonian is given explicitly by;

,

1

H°

1

2mPx + 2m

' Py+~BX
*

c

Now the point is we are interested in determining the energy eigenvalues and
eigenstates i.e. we are interested in solving the Schrodinger equation:
/ / 0T (*,>>) =
To do so, we consider the Ansatz:
'¥(r)= X
¥(x,y)= e*'X(x)
Substituting the Ansatz in the equation and manipulating, we obtain:
\
{ eB\ JC X(x) = £X(x)

— pJX (x)+—

<c >

this can be written as:
-^-plX{x)+ \mcoc2( x - l 2k f x ( x ) = EX(x)
lm
L

(2.2)

eB
where we have introduced the cyclotron frequency cuc = —
cm
length

/2

and the magnetic

=-§ •
€o

Eq. (2.2) is nothing but the Schrodinger equation for a (displaced) harmonic
oscillator; the solution is well known - X(x) is a Gaussian multiplied by a Hermite
polynomial Hn{x):
(
- 1 ' x - l 2k)

I

X(x) =
(

1 CXP
l 2 {
M 2

I

)

2'

' x - I 2k \
Hn

{

I

J

n\2” n 2
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(2.3)

(The first few H„{x) are given in the Appendix A.)
Furthermore, the energy spectrum has the well-known form:
E n = ho)c

l)

with n= 0 ,1,2 ,...

n+z

Therefore, in the case of a standard 2DEG, namely in the nonrelativistic
regime, we have a linear dependency between the Landau level number, n , and
energy. However, in graphene as it will be shown in chapter 3 we have a square
root dependency between LL’s and energy. Moreover, we see that the magnetic
field quenches the kinetic energy into a set of discrete levels, called Landau
levels. Each of these Landau level is highly degenerate - in a sample of area
LxLy, each Landau level has degeneracy equal to the number of flux quanta
penetrating the sample:
B
BL
AL = L L — =
f
°

x y <t>0

2nl

where / is the magnetic length (defined above) and

0 0

he
= — is the so-called flux
e

N
quantum. The Landau level filling factorv then is given by v= ——where N is
d>

the number of electrons [18] i.e. the filling factor is the ratio of the electron density
to the density of flux quanta

0

0.

It is worth noting that by putting extra electrons into localized states it is
therefore possible to change the filling factor without changing the conductance.
This explains the occurrence of plateaus, and only when the electrons reach a
new Landau level does the conductance change.

In the next section we are going to compute the interaction Hamiltonian due to
Coulomb interactions between the electrons in the presence of a magnetic field.

15
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2.2 Interaction Hamiltonian in a magnetic field:
Landau level projection
As it has already been discussed in sec. 2.1, in a uniform perpendicular
magnetic field electrons execute circular cyclotron orbits for which the energy is
quantized in units proportional to the magnetic field strength.

In the strong-

magnetic-field limit, all electrons are in their minimum kinetic energy and the
he
magnetic length I = — decreases with increasing magnetic field. Therefore,
eB

once we are in the regime where the magnetic length is much smaller than the
lattice spacing then the LL mixing due to electron-electron interactions can be
neglected. In other words, the Coulomb interaction does not have enough kick to
scatter electrons in different LL’s.

Hence, in this limit we can project into one

particular LL and put the kinetic term aside. Therefore, basically because of the
LL degeneracy in the presence of a strong magnetic field the Coulomb interaction
will be the only essential term one needs to consider in the Hamiltonian [19].

In second quantized form, the interaction Hamiltonian for a model of spinless
electrons is [18];
= \ \d rd r'(ir)v < ir-r\)fir)

where jc(r)= y/+{r)yA?) is the density operator and F (|r-r'|)= -p—

is the

Coulomb interaction between two charges. Performing a Fourier transform (FT)
to momentum space, the interaction Hamiltonian becomes (in two spatial
dimensions) [2 0 ]:

H *

= 2

(2-4)
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/ \

2 ne1

where V ( g ) = — r-r-is the (two-dimensional) Coulomb potential in momentum
em
space, and A is the area of the system.

Furthermore, starting from/^r)= y/+{r)ifAf), and expanding the field operator
in eigenstates o f//0:
V (r ) =

Z

<Pn ^ ) c n k

Z

X n ( x ~ l 2 k ) e ‘ ky c ? k

n,k

V/ i r ) =

n j 2k

(where X( x) is given by Eq. (2.3))
and then Fourier transforming it;
f i ( q) = \d re ~ ^ f p (r)

/2*,/2*'
via the following relation [27]:
\
jd x e '* 2 H m( x + y ) H n( x + z) = 2" n 2 m\zn-m

2yz)

( m < n)

one obtains;
(2.5)
X

where X ± = X ± -y- , and 4 ,(^ ) are Laguerre polynomials.
(The first few Laguerre polynomials are listed in Appendix A).

It is convenient to define the following form factor:

—

^ q2^

F n M = F j r ?) =

(2.6)

2)

So that the (Fourier transformed) density operator can be rewritten as:
/ < ? ) = ! *'(?)*“,'x < ^ x - amf

(2.7a)

17
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f { - i ) = Z F (-

(2.7b)

cx- cx+

X

(note that all through the calculations / is set to one, 1= 1)

On the next step, we need to define the order parameter [19]:
(2.8)
X

What physically order parameter explains is that it shows the changes in phase
once we change a particular parameter in our system, e.g. magnetic strength. In
our case, we are looking for the changes in charge distributions on a crystal once
we change the filling factor by varying the magnetic field strength.

In other

words, we are interested to know when electrons on a crystal form into bubbles,
or stripes (which are different arrangements in electron density distribution), and
to see which one of these structures is more energetically favorable once the
filling factor changes. Therefore, basically these structures show how electrons
cluster on a lattice, and since electrons are charged particles the way they cluster
on a lattice is expressed by their charge density operator/^).

In fact this

operator is a mathematical tool (in momentum space) with which we can describe
different formations of electrons on a crystal (in real space). As it was shown in
Eq. (2.8), order parameter is the Fourier transformation of the charge density and
is used to describe the changes in electron distributions on a lattice.

This is

basically due to the fact that we have “migrated” from real space to momentum
space namely to the first Brillouin zone so that we have to perform this Fourier
transform on the charge density in real space and start working with order
parameter in reciprocal lattice.

Now if we are interested to find out when

electrons on a crystal take the shape of bubbles or stripes, we need to come up
with a suitable Ansatz for their corresponding order parameters (in momentum
space) that reflect the shape of the electrons on a crystal (in real space). Details
of the discussion on different order parameters will be discuss in sec.
being armed by suitable mathematical tools.

Moreover, following FT is performed on the potential in real space;
18
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2.4

after

r(q) = I d r e ^ ' V ^ l )
and s(q) in the denominator of the potential energy in Eq. (2.4) is the dielectric
function defined by [23]: s(q) = 1+ v(^)n(^)
which mathematically explains the screening phenomenon due to the electrons
that are lying in the lower LL’s and will be basically affecting the Coulomb
interactions between the electrons located in the upper LL’s, and physically is
more pronounced in large LL numbers. The details for the dielectric function are
presented in the Appendix C.

2.3 Hartree-Fock approximation

As is well known, the problem of two particles interacting via a Coulomb
interaction is exactly solvable (both classically and quantum mechanically). For
systems with more than two particles, the Schrodinger equation typically cannot
be solved analytically; even numerical techniques are hard pressed to obtain
anything beyond ground state properties.

Hence, one must usually resort to

some approximation scheme; the simplest of these is the Hartree-Fock
approximation (HFA). The HFA is a mean-field approximation - it is based on the
approximation that every electron moves in a potential created by all the other
electrons.

Via this approximation, the (difficult) many-electron problem is

reduced to an effective one-body problem, where the potential in which this single
particle moves must be determined self-consistently [24].

Remarkably, the HFA is known to capture the essential features of the
quantum Hall effect (in the 2DEG) in higher LL’s; hence, we utilize it in this work.
Considering the interaction Hamiltonian;
(2.9)
q

XX’
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w ith

= F { -q )v ( q )F { q )

And now working within the Hartree-Fock approximation via using shorthand
notation X ± = X ± %
2

and X' + = X ' + ^ f
2

the interaction Hamiltonian Eq.(2.9) becomes;

^

q , X ± ,X'±

Meaning that the Hartree (direct) term has the followingform;
H

h

=

9

a

L A

X
?,X
X'

^ < C X - C X+ >

C X ’+ C X -

whereas, the term known as Fock (exchange)isexpressed via;
H p

=

ry .

X

^ < C X - C X ' - > C X ' + C X+

qXX'

which basically means that the Hartree-Fock Hamiltonian is the difference
between Hartree and Fock terms [22]:
H hf =

- HF

By Writing the Hartree term explicitly in terms of the electron charge density
operator defined by Eqs. (2.7), we get;

It is also worth remembering that the average of the electron charge density
operator is proportional to the order parameter given by Eq. (2.8).

In order to write the Fock contribution in the same form as the Hartree term,
we need to perform the following transformations;
Py

= X-X',

20
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Then, the exchange term can be rewritten as;
=

2

p , \

Z A q X ±,px

x .+ 2

p , > c [

x_- 2

p,

\

x +- 2

p,

x ++ 2

Next, we need to introduce the following identity;
-j-£exp ip Jx+ - X . - q y] = 1
Py

Here, N is the total number of states per LL.
Hence, the exchange Hamiltonian reads;
HP=
F

T V ^(q)e^9xPy' 9yP' K ip^ x+~x^ < c+

c

2 N A £ t P * yq)

>c+

*-T

c

x- f

x -+f

Manipulating the above formula and simplifying it a little bit, we will end up with
the following form for the exchange term in the interaction Hamiltonian;

—y V

H

Hp - 2NA qLp ^
x’ x-

( n )e ^ Px9y Pyq^

P)€

e'9*(x-x,)<CxJ
<r + f cCXA
2

>c+
2

c

Cx - 4 x - 4
2

2

As it can be easily seen, the exchange potential is the Fourier transform of the
direct potential accompanied by an exchange of xand y axes.
^ (? ) = 7 F l

(2.10)

P

Going one step further, we arrive at;
tty =

2AM

I

< c l cxt > c l cx._

X,X '

And then by changing variables we will manage to write down our exchange
Hamiltonian as follows;
»p

=^ I Me) * ® 5 e"-x^

c *. > c i cx._

X% '

Therefore, the HF Hamiltonian will be given by [21], [22];
Hm =

V„F{q)< d r q) >d.q)

(2.11)

where the HF potential is expressed by;
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The first term is the Hartree term and is in fact the same as the effective potential;

The second one, however, stands for the Fock potential which is given by an FT
on the effective potential;
v,

= *v(e)«'s-'
7 1
N

Q

On the next step, we need to solve for the interaction energy within the HFA,
namely we need to compute the contraction for p(<?) in both direct and exchange
terms. Doing so, the eigenvalues of the interaction Hamiltonian within the
Hartree-Fock approximation will be given by;
=7

7

L A

E

(2 . 1 2 )

gXX'

Using the order parameter, Eq. (2.8) defined earlier;
X

the expression for the energy for a 2DEG in terms of the order parameter
becomes;
Ehf ~ 2A ^ ^ direc' ~ ^exchanxe-Ik

)l

where for direct and exchange potentials we have;
- V * - F(~

and

- ( 2 * ' ! )>V(?) respectively.
Here “Tilde” indicates the FT of the effective potential. Also the relation between
2 ;r/2and

-7 7

N

which we used previously in Eq. (2.10) is explained in detail in the

Appendix B.
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Moreover, due to the conversion from discrete space to continuum in the limit
where the area goes to infinity, for a Fourier transformation in two-dimension we
have:
1

y

f

d 2X

(2 7

tf

V ( q ) = j d r e ~ ' ?r V(r )

v i ?) - j
with which we are practically going to work in the following sections of the study
in order to solve for the energy of different charge distributions within the HFA for
different LL numbers.
E „r --

M « ) - (2 ^ /2)F# (? )]|i(«|!

(2.13)

In the following section, we are going to study the different crystalline phases
that can be formed on a 2DEG in the presence of a perpendicular magnetic field,
and we will investigate the ground state energy of the first three LL’s within the
HFA as a function of the filling factor once it varies from zero to one half.
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2.4 Discussion on different phases in 2DEG
systems
The determination of the phase transition due to the changes in the filling
factor, v, has been an interesting subject since the birthday of the quantum Hall
effect [3], [28], [40], [41].

As it has been discussed in sec. 2.1, once a uniform perpendicular magnetic
field is applied to an ideal 2D electron system, electrons execute circular
cyclotron orbits for which the kinetic energy is quantized, meaning that the
cyclotron motion is quantized in units proportional to the magnetic-field strength.
Thus, the remaining degrees of freedom are associated with the guiding centers
of the cyclotron orbits. Now what we are interested in is the ground state energy
in the Hartree-Fock approximation (HFA) of a LL as the filling factor changes. In
the ground state these guiding centers must arrange themselves in such a way
that the interaction energy becomes lowest. As it has been discussed in sec. 2.2
the Hamiltonian that we are working with is based on Coulomb interactions
(interaction Hamiltonian), and the LL numbers we are focusing on are n= 1 ,2
and 3.

Armed with the mathematical tools we have introduced in the previous
sections, now we can start analyzing how electrons arrange themselves on a
lattice once a uniform perpendicular magnetic field is applied to the system, and
then we can see how these arrangements might undergo changes once the filling
factor varies from zero to one half. The reason why we are only changing the
filling factor from zero to one half is due to the electron-hole symmetry in the
Hamiltonian, namely our Hamiltonian is symmetric under the transformation of
fermionic creation and annihilation operators [2 1 ].
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More clearly, the way we can solve mathematically for different structures
in the arrangements of electrons, namely phase transitions in 2DEG systems, is
working with different forms of the order parameters [22], [23]. This is basically
due to the fact that the filling factor is directly proportional to the electron charge
density operator and these charge density operators are also proportional to the
order parameter, therefore, for different possible structures that we are looking
for, we need to build up a suitable Ansatz for their relative order parameters.

The Hartree-Fock (HF) equation of motion has a number of different solutions
corresponding to different states of the electron gas in a 2D system, and each
one of these solutions is characterized by a different set of order parameters.
The following subsections are concerned with the discussions on different order
parameters corresponding to different electron structures in 2DEG systems.

2.4.1 Order parameter for Wigner crystal structure
The concept of a Wigner crystal (WC) which is a phase in crystalline structure
was first predicted by Eugene Wigner in 1934 [25]. In zero magnetic fields this
phase can only be realized if electron density and temperature are sufficiently
low, however, it can also be realized in any density once a sufficiently strong
magnetic field is applied to a two-dimensional (2D) system [21]. Therefore, at
first sight one would expect to observe such a phase in the lowest Landau level
where all electrons are located in n = 0 due to the strong magnetic field. It turns
out that the HF theory cannot explain the existence of plateaus one would expect
in that regime (since in the high-magnetic-field limit the FQHE is expected to
happen), and hence Wigner crystal structure is not realized once one works in
the lowest Landau level (LLL) [19], [20]. Having said that, the HF theory is not a
good approximation for the LLL, however, this theory works quite well when one
moves into the upper LL’s [22], [23], [42].
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Since this study considers Landau levels from 1 up to 3, the concept of the
Wigner crystal and its corresponding analyses will not be taken into account.
However, since the description and definition for other phases are related to
Wigner crystal, one should gain a decent amount of understanding about the
concept of this structure so that the study of other types of structures will be
possible. Therefore, we will be having a rather quick review on the physics of this
phase.

In order to describe a CDW of a triangular system, we need to choose three
complanar vectors q of equal length which add to zero [20], [26], To be more
specific, we fix the orientation of the lattice by taking q l =^ 0 (l>°)

ancl

L±V3). Moreover, the value of q0 is determined by the requirement

q 2,3 =

that there is one electron per unit cell (which matches with the structure of the
WC) [26];
An v

Vo =

V3

To calculate the energy of the WC configuration, we need to find a set of order
parameters, A(q), related to the WC state, and then substitute them into the
general formula for the HF energy, EHF.

A suitable Ansatz for the order

parameter in a WC lattice is based on the idea that each electron has a Gaussian
density distribution of the lowest Landau level around the lattice point, and the
total density pattern in real space is given by [19]:
yc<r)>ac £ A(tf)exp

1 2
a
—

We define A(r) to be the CDW order parameter in real space. Consequently, the
order parameter, A( r ) , in WC structure will be having the following form;
A(r) oc X exp

(2.14)

i2
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Here the sum index i is over lattice points R, . Therefore, by performing an FT
on Eq. (2.14), for such a lattice structure in momentum space the order
parameter reads:
A(^)= vexp —-

V • /

The wavevectors in the reciprocal lattice of a WC which give a nonzero A(9 )
have the following components [2 2 ];

f
1
Qij ~ Qo\ i + z

V3 ]
z

where i , j are integers, and q0 =

A ltV

I V3 )

Choosing the six shortest reciprocal lattice vectors:

(2.15)
we will see that all three of vectors q ’s which were used to fix the orientation of
the triangular lattice are all included in the set (/,/) given by Eq. (2.15).
Moreover, the magnitude of the vectors qtJ with the condition of Eq. (2.15) is
equal to q0.

Having set up a suitable Ansatz for WC structure, we can now begin the
calculations of the expression for the energy within the HFA derived in sec. 2.3
specifically for the lowest Landau level.

2.4.1. a. Calculation for the HF energy for Landau level n=0

To solve for the exchange potential in the expression for energy, we need to
perform a Fourier transformation on the direct term. As a practical matter, we
work in continuum, therefore, when the area of the sample goes to infinity the
relation between a sum and an integral will be as follows;
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The Hartree and Fock potentials are then respectively expressed by;
(

2 nel '-it

2\
, and

2

M

e ff

And the energy within the HFA is given by Eq. (2.13);
e hf

M « )-

- j j l

{2*‘2K(?)]Hqf

Now performing an FT on the direct term, namely solving for the exchange
potential, and ignoring the screening effect on the first step we arrive at the
following integral;

Veff(?) =~ f dQJo (i3 q )^ -^ -j
which via [27];
CN

S’

1
M

Re a > 0, p > 0 , Re v > - 1

8
00

8
I 00

£ e~axl Jy{ f i x ) d x = ^ e x p
will be simplified to:
1
I

/ 2\
1 q
■*0
4 J
4

I J

Hence, the HF energy reads:
-

—

Ehf~ 2

V
{

4 ;

(it is necessary to mention that whenever the magnetic length is missing in the
formulas, e.g. in this recent case, it has been set to one)
Therefore, the ultimate formula with which we need to work for the case of n = 0,
i.e. for WC structure within the HF theory is expressed by:
exp

-q

1 2 7t e 2 v-,

EfiF = o
4
2A

I

s

X

- M

exp

-q

2\

[i\

4 ,
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(2.16)

2.4.2 Order parameter for bubble and stripe phases

As it was discussed earlier, the FQHE was first discovered at the LLL, and the
formation of electrons was explained more successfully by the so-called
incompressible Laughlin liquid rather than the traditional charge density wave
(CDW) with the periodicity of a WC. This was basically due to the fact that the
incompressible quantum liquid introduced by Laughlin was proven to be more
energetically favorable [28].

However, once we arrive at LL’s greater than zero the short range repulsion of
the Coulomb interactions is reduced in that one-particle eigenstates of the
electrons extend over space and hence these wavefunctions overlap, therefore,
the role of the kinetic energy becomes more pronounced. In that regime within
the HF theory CDW states called bubbles and stripes become more energetically
favorable and the competition between these phases, i.e. bubbles and stripes,
begins [22], [23].

Therefore, we expect to observe transitions between these

structures in the ground state energy once the filling factor v changes.

Hence, physically what happens is that as the filling factor increases,
electrons cluster in larger domains and they form into a kind of structure called
bubbles. Now, as v increases even more these so-called bubbles merge into a
parallel type of structure which is known as stripes, namely as the filling factor
gets closer to one half in higher LL’s the ground state of the system deforms into
a unidirectional charge density wave called stripe state, and the competition
between the two phases starts [22]. Therefore, basically bubble phase can be
considered to be a natural intermediate state between stripe phase and WC.

In this work, the discussion of the CDW phases will be restricted to the
triangular and the unidirectional cases (bubbles, and stripes respectively) since
these structures happen to be the most relevant phases observed in experiments
[43].
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As it has been described in sec. 2.4.1, WC is defined to have one electron per
lattice cell, whereas bubble structure is defined to have more than one electron
per lattice cell. Moreover, the HFA predicts transitions between bubble phases
with increasing number of electrons, M , per bubble with M going up to M = n + 1
electrons in LL number n [23].

Figure 2.a: Bubbles on a crystal [22].

Figure 2.b: Stripes on a crystal [22].

In order to describe the bubble phase, shown in Fig. 2.a, (in triangular CDW)
with M electrons per bubble, we use the Ansatz [18];
A (r)oc£©(V2M -|r-J?,|)

(2.17)

i

where the sum is over the lattice vectors in real space, and 4 l M is the radius of
an M -electron bubble. The Ansatz for the bubble structure is based on the fact
that the order parameter in real space, A(r), is unity inside a bubble and zero
everywhere else, and like the case we had for the WC, here bubbles also form a
triangular lattice. This is principally due to the fact that the WC is a particular
case of the bubble phase with M = 1, where M is the number of particles in one
bubble.

For the order parameter in momentum space a Fourier transformation is
needed to be performed on the order parameter in real space. Doing so, we get
a suitable order parameter for the case of the bubble phase, which is expressed
by;
< (« )=

(2-18)

where J,(x) is the first-order Bessel function of the first kind.

As it has been said, once the filling factor goes from zero to one half in higher
LL’s a unidirectional CDW known as stripes, shown in Fig. 2.b, starts to form and
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this phase becomes more energetically favorable within the HF theory.
Therefore, in this work we are also going to find the distribution of the guiding
center density A(r) that minimizes the energy for stripe structure.
For the case of the stripe phase the CDW is unidirectional [22], meaning that
the order parameter in real space A(r) depends only onx, so that the condition
will be;
(2.19)
where © (jc) is the step function, a is the width of a given stripe, and jc7 is the
location of the center of the j th stripe with the condition:

where A s is stripe periodicity and j is an integer number.
The stripe periodicity and the stripe width are related to the filling factor via the
following relation:
a

Performing a Fourier transformation on the order parameter in real space, we get
the following Ansatz for the order parameter in momentum space for the case of
the stripe structure [2 2 ];

(2.20)
...

„ 2;r

,

2n

where qx is an integer multiple of ——, namely qx = j — ** *

** *

Here, Lx is the extension of the system in the x direction, and A,as it was said
before is the periodicity of these stripes.

Having set up the Ansatz for bubble and stripe structures, now we can begin
the calculations of the energy expression within the HFA derived in sec. 2.3 for
Landau level numbers 1 up to 3.
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2.4.2. a. Calculation for the HF energy for Landau level n=1

Before start presenting the calculations for the energy, it has to be mentioned
that since we are considering high magnetic fields where the LL’s are just up to
three the dielectric function given in sec.

2.2

(which is in the denominator of the

potential energy) to a good approximation can be safely ignored and basically is
set to one [18], [30]. The physical reason for that is the screening effect due to
the electrons sitting at the LLL is negligible and hence can be neglected for all
wavevectors. Moreover, the spacing between the first lowest LL’s is big enough
to let us assume that the effect of the inert electrons located at the LLL is very
small and hence does not effect the physics of the problem. The screening effect
is basically more pronounced in weak magnetic field regimes where high LL’s are
studied [29], [31]. However, the calculations for the dielectric function have been
studied and are given in the Appendix C.

Now, getting back to the calculations for the energy in the first LL; in this case
the Laguerre polynomial is not one, as it was in the case of the LLL (for WC
structure). In order to solve for the direct and exchange potentials in the energy
expression, we need to compute the Form factor of the first LL,n = 1 , in terms of
the Laguerre polynomials.
Doing so, for the Form factor we get;
a

V'

(«)= exp

2 )

where the Laguerre polynomial for n = 1 is expressed by:
A
Now, we need to solve for the direct and exchange potentials at the first LL.
Using the explicit form of the Laguerre polynomials for n = 1 , we can write the
Hartree and Fock potentials respectively as follows;
f

-q

2\ (

1( 2 ne 2 \
K eq J

and
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To solve for the exchange potential, as usual we need to perform an FT on the
direct term. Doing so we arrive at;
-Q2

-<£_
-G2

i

jdQe 2 J,(gQ)+-rfdQQ, e 1 J,(Qq)- \dQQ2 e 2 J„(Qq)
Solving for the integrals of the Fourier transformation by using the following
relation [27]:
11

1

I)

_ V + -J U +

2

\x " e -ax2 J y(fix)dx =

2

'f '

.

2.

1

-

exp
8

f i a 1*1r (v + l)

a

(2 .21)

U a)

Reer>0, R e (v+ / / ) > - !
The exchange potential will simplify to:
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Inserting the values given in the Appendix A for Gamma functions, we end up
with the following equation for the Fock potential;
e2
s

V

2

V

4J
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w
, 1 eX 4 M
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2
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J

Finally, the energy within the HFA for the first LL,« = 1, reads;
(/
2N
-q
exp

2\2

y, 2 ;re2
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I
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J

*0 Uf ^
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where

M mv{x) , and

I M(x)

are Whittaker and modified Bessel functions

respectively.
(definitions for the Whittaker and Bessel functions are given in the Appendix A )

Having computed the energy within the HFA for the first LL, now we can carry
on our calculations and begin to solve for the HF energy for the second Landau
level.

2.4.2. b. Calculation for the HF energy for Landau level n=2

In this case, in order to begin the calculations of the energy expression
corresponding to the second LL, we first need to calculate the Form factor related
to the LL equal to 2.
Hence, for the Form factor we have;
exp

2

and its corresponding Laguerre polynomial is given by;

V'
2)

=

-* ’ +T

+1

Now, we need to solve for the direct and exchange potentials for the second LL.
Using the explicit form of the Laguerre polynomials for n = 2, we can then write
the Hartree and Fock potentials respectively as follows;
t

2\

-q
M « ) =exPiK 2 )

\

/
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\ d 2QeiQ

2

(

+V+1
QL(

2
- Q

o

2 ne 2

, and
\

Q

+ ^ 8r

2

' 2 neiy

) I sQ j

On the next step, in order to solve for the exchange potential, we need to perform
an FT on the direct term. Doing so we arrive at the following sets of integrals;
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-Q 2

- Q2

\d Q e ! J , ( q Q ) - 2 \ d Q e > J 0(qQ)Q2 +

j \dQe^ j a{qQ)g' + ^ |rfg ^ A (« e )e * - 7
Using the relation (2.21) we can compute the integrals of the FT in the effective
potential, and hence the exchange term simplifies to:
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Finally, the energy within the HFA we need to work with for the second LL, n = 2 ,
reads;
t
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1 y i 2ne
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Getting the calculations done for the second LL, now we can bring our
calculations to the third Landau level.

2.4.2. c. Calculation for the HF energy for Landau level n=3
In the case of the third LL, as we did before we have to consider the Laguerre
polynomial related to the LL equal to 3, and then we need to insert that into the
relation we have for the direct potential. Doing so, we get the following formulas
for Laguerre polynomial and effective potential respectively:
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Then, by performing a Fourier transformation on the direct term:
f O6

U

(2 n)

2
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V36J \ H8 r - ^4Q 4 + 9Q2 - 6 ,

2 ;re

*(e )e .

we end up with the following relation for the exchange energy:
162.422 M,6,0
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fe)
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Hence, the energy for LL n = 3 will be the difference between the Hartree and
Fock terms:

Now that we are having the energy expression for the first three LL’s in order
to evaluate the energy for the bubble and stripe structures and analyze the
competition between these two phases once the filling factor changes, we just
need to insert the AnsStze we derived in sec. 2.4.2 for their order parameters into
the energy relation and see how energy changes once the filling factor varies
from zero to one half. The analyses of the energy and phase transitions between
these two phases due to the changes in the filling factor are the subject of
discussion in the next section of the study.
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2.5 Phase diagrams
We now discuss the phase diagrams (computed within the HFA) for Landau
levels one, two, and three. In what follows, all energies are in units of2;re2; as
before, the magnetic length has been set to unity.

By starting our analyses for phase transitions from the first LL, it can be seen
from Fig. 2.1 that stripe structure is more energetically favorable from v=0 up to
0 .1

, and after that the transition from stripe phase to bubbles will be taking place

and bubbles with

2

electrons per bubble are found to be more energetically

favorable, this continues until we reach the filling factor v= 0.23, after this filling
factor bubbles will get replaced by stripes. It is in fact physically acceptable to
expect this phase transition in that as the filling factor gets closer to 0.5 electrons
tend to cluster into a more compact structure of stripes. This is basically due to
the characteristic of CDW states that depend on the filling factor, and also
because of the structure for the energy expression.

The HF energy is the

difference between the Hartree and Fock terms, and the point is that the Fock
term is sensitive to the variation in the filling factor whereas the Hartree term
does not vary by much; hence, by increasing the filling factor the changes in the
exchange term make the CDW states more energetically favorable and
consequently clusterization occurs in electron distribution on a crystal and stripes
are more likely to form [22]. Therefore, after v=0.23, up to v=0.5 the possibility
for the formation of stripes is more pronounced.
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Figure 2.1: graph for the HF energy as a function of the filling factor which shows the competition between
stripes and bubbles with two electrons per bubble in the first LL in a 2DEG system.

In higher LL numbers the competition between bubbles with different number
of electrons inside each bubble is also taking place [47].

Therefore, plots for

bubbles with different number of electrons for the second and third LL will be
presented too.

For the second LL, as we can see from Fig. 2.2 stripe phase generally wins
throughout the variations of the filling factor from zero to !4. However, energy
calculations within the HF theory predict a competition between stripes and
bubbles at the filling factor 0.07 where bubbles with 2 electrons within a window
of v=0.07 and 0.21 turn out to be in a lower energy level compared to the other
two structures, namely bubbles with M = 3 and stripes. After v= 0.21, stripes
seem to be more energetically favorable and electrons on the lattice are more
likely to cluster in a more compact structure (stripes) rather than bubbles with two
or three electrons.
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Figure 2.2: graph for the HF energy as a function of the filling factor which shows the competition between
stripes and bubbles with M=2 and 3 in the second LL in a 2DEG system.

Moreover,if we take a closerlook at the competition between bubbles in Fig.
2.3 we canobserve

that atlarge filling factors ( v=0.42 onwards)bubbles

with

more electrons, namely M =3 , per bubble have less energy that bubbles with 2
electrons per bubble which was in fact physically anticipated. However, as it is
shown in the Fig. 2.2 for LL number equal to two bubbles structure is generally
overridden by stripe phase.

Having discussed the phase transitions for the first and second LL, we are
now going to analyze the graphs that show the HF energy as a function of the
filling factor for LL n =3.
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Figure 2.3: graph for the HF energy as a function of the filling factor which compares bubbles with different
number of electrons per bubble in the second LL in a 2DEG system.

In the case of the third LL as it is shown in Fig. 2.4, except for small filling
factors, between 0.06 and 0.18, stripe phase is expected to have lower energy
than bubble structure. More explicitly, from v=0.06 up to 0.18 bubbles with two
electron per bubble seem to be more energetically favorable, however, after
v=0.18 they are overridden by a rather more compact structure known as stripes.
Moreover, it is worth noting that the occurrence of stripe structure is more
pronounced once the filling factor goes from 0.18 to 0.5.

Therefore, calculations are predicting two phase transitions between bubbles
and stripes. The first one is the replacement of bubbles with M = 2 with stripes at
v=0.06 and the second one is the transition from bubbles to stripes once the
filling factor reaches 0.18, and therefore basically after that stripes are more likely
to form on a crystal.
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A comparison between the transition from bubbles to stripes for LL n =1, 2 and
n =3 will reveal the fact that the replacement of bubble phase with stripes takes
place at smaller filling factor 0.18 in the third LL whereas for the first and second
LL’s the transition happens at a larger filling factor v= 0.23 and 0.21 respectively.
This is physically reasonable in that as we are going higher in LL’s the structure
of the Laguerre polynomials in the direct term in the energy expression will be
having more nodes, therefore, electrons are expected to show more tendency in
gathering together in a rather smaller filling factors.
0 .0

H

0.005-

-0.005-
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0.01

-

Legeni

0.2

0.3

0.4

0.5

2DEG Stripes
Bubbles M==2

Figure 2.4: graph for the HF energy as a function of the filling factor which shows the competition between
stripes and bubbles in the third LL in a 2DEG system.

On the other hand, if we take a closer look at the behavior of bubbles with
different number of electrons per bubble (shown in Fig. 2.5) in the third LL, n =3,
we can see that bubbles with larger number of electrons are more energetically
favorable once the filling factor reaches one half. More specifically, what we see
from Fig. 2.5 is the transition between bubbles M =3 to M = 4 at filling factor
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v= 0.29, and another phase transition from M = 2 to M = 4 is predicted to be
happening at v= 0.38. Then basically after filling factor v= 0.38 bubble structure
with 4 electrons per bubble is found to be more energetically favorable compared
to the other two bubble clusters which is in fact not far from physical anticipations.
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0.01Legend
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--------------------------------------

0.5
2DEG Bubbles M=2
M=3
M=4

Figure 2.5: graph for the HF energy as a function of the filling factor which compares bubbles with different
number of electrons per bubble in the third LL in a 2DEG system.

Having analyzed phase transitions between bubble and stripe structures for
the first three LL’s in the case of a 2DEG system, in the next chapter we are
going to go after the main subject of the study, namely the QHE in graphene by
utilizing the methods we used in the 2DEG.
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Chapter 3
The quantum Hall effect in graphene
As discussed in chapter 1, experimental advances have made it possible for
the isolation of two-dimensional graphene sheets with high quality, and hence
opened up a new arena for exploring quantum Hall physics in 2D systems [32]. It
also has been explained that graphene is a two-dimensional version of carbon
allotropes and is in fact a collection of carbon atoms arranged on a honeycomb
lattice with linear energy dispersion near the two inequivalent K points at the
corners of its first Brillouin zone, and hence once the low-energy limit (near the K
points) is being considered the electrons behave like massless Dirac particles,
and we can see relativistic physics in low velocities [33]. This basically changes
the physics of graphene compared to 2DEG systems, namely in nonrelativistic
electron gas we do not have such a behavior, and more specifically, this is the
direct consequence of Dirac nature of graphene, meaning that electrons in
graphene behave like relativistic particles. This actually opens up doors to do
relativistic physics at low velocities, i.e. in the case of graphene we have the
Fermi velocity equals to vf * C / 300 m/s (C is the speed of light) [17].

We begin by discussing about the spectrum of a relativistic electron in a
magnetic field. The fact that the low energy electrons in graphene behave as
relativistic massless particles gives rise to electronic properties which are
considerably different from the 2DEG.
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3.1 Single-particle spectrum

When a graphene sheet is immersed in a magnetic field perpendicular to the
plane, the Hamiltonian describing the dynamics of the electrons near the K and
K' points (i.e. the low-energy electrons) is [15]
7CX - iny

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0
7 tx + l i t

H = r

A

e -

where t t = p + - A
c

(n

7CX

(3.1)

nx + i n
Ifty

0

d
d
-Jlat
= - i h — and p v = - i h — ) is momentum,/= — — being
x
dx
y
dy
1
2h
a

the Fermi velocity of graphene which substitutes for the speed of light, and for the
vector potential we have A = B x y , meaning that since V x A = B , the magnetic
field has been applied along the z direction B = (0,0, B) .

Therefore, here the major difference compared to the case of the standard
2DEG is that now we need to solve for the eigenfunctions and eigenvalues of a
Dirac equation rather than a Schrodinger equation, and as it was said this is
basically due to the relativistic behavior of these electrons in graphene near the
two £and AT'points in its reciprocal lattice.

In other words, Dirac equation

explains the relativistic quantum particles with spin %, (fermions) such as
electrons. Moreover, the essential feature of Dirac spectrum is the existence of
antiparticles, meaning that states at positive and negative energies [34] (i.e.
electrons and positrons, or in condensed matter terminology electrons and holes)
are linked and described by different components of a spinor wavefunction.

Therefore, wavefunctions for the Dirac equation are two-component spinors
rather than the usual wavefunctions with which we were used to be dealing once
we were working with the Schrddinger equation in nonrelativistic quantum
particles, namely in 2DEG systems.
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Hence, solving the Dirac equation of motion:
H 0' ¥ ( r ) = E V ( r )
for every one of the blocks in the original Hamiltonian Eq. (3.1), we have:
7CX IKy

0

H0= y

0

y7Tx + l i l y

which explains the physics going on at K point and
71x + I7ty

0

H0 = r
V

0

l7 *y

that describes the physics at K' point respectively.
For the top left block, namely the K point we obtain;

0

(

with y =

l7*y V ¥x

71X

Y K1tx \ l 7 t y

= E

0

V

(3.2)

W i)

yfeat
as it was noted before is the Fermi velocity,
2 h

Wx = ¥ xA(x,y)

is the wavefunction which is related to A sublattice, and

V * - ¥2 B(x->y) describes the physics in sublattice B.
(Hereafter, the superscript A and B which respectively stand for sublattices A and
B will be dropped for convenience.)

The eigenstates and eigenvalues of Eq. (3.2) will then be given by the following
two relations;
r (x x - i * , ) ^ = E V\
y [n x

+

i7ty )tf/x = E y / 2

Now, using an appropriate Ansatz (in the same way as we did in chapter 2 for the
2DEG) for the eigenfunctions [33];
y/x = e~iiyX ,(jc) and

we obtain;
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is the standard Landau

wavefunction for particles with nonrelativistic parabolic dispersion relation in the
nth LL (as we had in the case of 2DEG), and HM(x) are Hermite polynomials.
Therefore, the spinor wavefunction for K point is then expressed by;
, _ W
v

sgn(».)/w- V , 1]

J

- 4 il{

<3'3)

where the upper component describes sublattice A, whereas the lower one
stands for sublattice B, and with the sign function defined by;
-1

n< 0

sgn(w)= • 0 « = 0
1

and

n = 0, ± 1, ± 2, ± 3,....

n> 0

Moreover, the total probability weight is divided equally between the upper and
lower elements of the wave function.

In other words, an electron with wave

function Y should equally likely be found on either sublattice A or B (which is in
fact physically reasonable).
Correspondingly, for K' point we arrive at the following spinor wavefunction;

V

2I

sgn(n)<

(3.4)

1/

where again the upper matrix element is for A atoms, and the lower one stands
for B atoms.
Also, the energy eigenvalues are specified by;
E\n\ =

with n = 0, ± 1, ± 2 , ± 3,.... being the Landau level index.

And once we plot the energy levels verses the LL index for graphene, we find out
that in fact these energy levels are not linear (whereas they were linear in
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standard 2DEG systems), and this is because of this square root dependency
that we have for the energy spectrum in graphene.

Therefore, the corresponding wavefunctions for electrons in the two K and
K' points are then described by;

-ik y

V

=

‘■!V ,

V2 Z

, and

(3.5)

0
0

iNn . 1
sgn

V2 I

0
0

It is also worth mentioning that for the special case n= 0, the eigenfunctions
read:
„ -ik y ( o ' *

y,K =

VI

\<Pq)
<p»

a

1 0

.

Hence, in this special case electrons at K point are distributed on B sublattice
and electrons at K' are distributed on A sublattice which directly stems from the
chirality nature of these electrons in graphene [35], [36]. Moreover, from the two
wavefunctions Eq. (3.5) it can obviously be seen that the specific feature of the
relativistic dispersion regime is the mixing of the nonlerativistic Landau level
wavefunctions. However, this mixture of LL numbers is only present for the case
n*

0

, and strongly modifies the electron interaction within a single Landau level.

In the next section of the study we are going to calculate the interaction
energy between the electrons in a specific LL within the HF theory, and hence
more explanation will be given on this subject.
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3.2 Calculations for the interaction energy in the
presence of a magnetic field within the HartreeFock approximation
Considering the material we are interested to investigate in this work,
graphene, it was established early on that its energy dispersion relation is linear
near the two points at the corners of the Brillouin zone where the valence and
conduction bands touch, and that gives rise to the relativistic behavior of
electrons governed by Dirac equation. Moreover, in an external magnetic field,
this system shows its peculiar properties that differ from those of the standard
2DEG systems, namely the Hall conductivity, occurrence of plateaus, and LL
spacing in graphene are seen to be different from what they are in a conventional
2DEG system [37].

Now in order to work within a reliable framework and in order to investigate
the electron correlations in the presence of a magnetic field perpendicular to a
graphene plane, we need to compare the following energy scales to find out
which energy scale dominates and hence to be able to evaluate the accuracy of
the theory we want to work with, namely the Hartree-Fock theory.

Therefore, the following energy scales are important and are needed to be
considered:

Hopping energy [8 ]:

/ = 2.7 eV

LL spacing:

35y[ B \ T \ meV

Interaction energy:

2 . 4 [ T ] meV

As it can be seen, since LL spacing is much greater than interaction energy
this allows us to work within a particular LL [36], and that is the reason why we
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just need to take the Coulomb interactions into account in that kinetic energy
does not contribute to the Hamiltonian of the same LL. This is also shown in Fig.
3.1.

n=4

Figure 3.1: interaction between electrons in a specific LL is taken into account, and inter LL transitions are
ignored.

So just like the case we had for the standard 2DEG, in the regime of high
magnetic fields we assume that there is no Landau-level mixing, and hence due
to the Landau-level degeneracy Coulomb interaction is the only essential term in
the Hamiltonian that one needs to take into account.

The interaction Hamiltonian, the Coulomb interaction, in second quantized
formalism in real space will then be given by:
#i„t = \ \< & d r ' / i r ) V{\f - r ' ^ f i r ’)

(3.6)

where v(\r - r'|)= -r— :? is the Coulomb potential between two charges located
Ir - r |
at r and r ', and f ( r ) = i//+(r)i/4.r) and p(r')= y/*{r')i(Ar') are charge density
operators at

r

and r ' respectively.

In momentum space, the above relation Eq. (3.6) gets the following form;
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where superscript n denotes the fact that we are working in one particular
Landau level, and as we can see, the Hamiltonian is quadratic in density
operator.
We also need to remember that since the two points K and K ' are not
equivalent in momentum space; we have valley degrees of freedom as well,
which will be denoted by a and a ' throughout the work, and that basically
denotes the fact that in which cone we are doing the physics. Thus, because of
having two nonequivalent K points in the first Brillouin zone of graphene there is
an additional degree of freedom attached compared to standard 2DEG systems.

The relativistic interaction Hamiltonian near these Dirac points hence will be
given by [38], [39];
H " = i z I V ( i ) F * ( - ?)/>“ '(- ? )^ “ '(?)/>“ '(?)
^

q

(3.7)

aa'

where a and a ' are valley indices, and F aa ( - q ) and F aa(q) are the so-called
Form factors that were also defined in the case of the 2DEG system. Moreover,
in graphene due to the fact that we are having spinor wavefunctions and two
different sublattices A and B, the structure of these Form factors differs from what
it was in the conventional 2DEG.

Now let us take a look at these Form factors which are dependent on different
valley indices too. Similar to what we had for the standard 2DEG systems here
the Form factors are also in terms of Laguerre polynomials and Gaussians.
1
2

(\ l2^
( 1 l2^
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\ 2 >
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where q and K are given by i q x - qy and i K x - K y .
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It turns out that Form factors of the forms F “a (+q)F„a' “ '(+ q ) , F “~a ( - q ) F “~a( q ) ,
and F„a~a ( - q )F ~ aa(q) are suppressed exponentially and algebraically [38],
meaning that:

(f)« e x p

\

J

are suppressed in the calculations for the energy.
(more details about Form factors and the suppressions are given in the Appendix

Therefore, to a good approximation in the expression for the Hamiltonian Eq.
(3.7) we just need to focus on Form factors of the form [38]:
e

(3.8)

As it can be seen, this Form factor is the admixture of Laguerre polynomials with
different LL numbers which is basically due to the fact that graphene has two
different sublattices A and B in its unit cell. From an electrostatic point of view, it
is energetically favorable for the electronic density to be distributed with equal
weight on both sublattices, and this is clearly shown in the Form factor Eq. (3.8).

Therefore, ignoring the following Form factors;
F ++( + q ) F +- ( ± q )
F aa( + q ) F a'-a' ( ± q ) =

F ~ (? q )F -'{ ± q)
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F — ( - « ) F — (?) =

F -(- f)F -(f)

and
F — (- « ) F ~ ( ? ) =

fF -(-f)F -(f)
F -*(-« )F -(f)

what we are left with is just Form factors of the form:
F * * ( - » ) F “ ( f ) , F " ( - ? ) F * * ( f ) , F --(-5 F )F --(f),a n d F **(- « )F ~ (« ).
Hence, the Hamiltonian Eq. (3.7) reads;
F ++{~ <l)p++{- q ) F ++( q ) p ++(q )+ F ++( - q ) p ++(- q ) F ~ ' ( q ) p " ( q ) +

1 F ~ ( - q ) p ~ ( - q ) F ~ ( q ) p ~ ( q ) + F ~ ~ ( - q ) p ~ ( - q ) f ++( q ) p ++(q )

or due to the Eq.(3.8) it can be expressed in a simpler way by;
F 2{q)p++{~ q)p++(q)+ rf 2{ q ) p - { - q ) p ++(q)
? 2(q)p~~(- q ) p " ( q ) + ? 2(q)p++(- q)p~'(q) .

H = \ l L y{H)j 2 { q \ p ^ p ^ +

+p"

p“

+p~p~\

(3.9)

The square bracket in Eq. (3.9) is in fact:

X

p aa( - q )p a a (q)

= P ++P ++ +P ++P~~ + P “ "/>++ + P " V "

Therefore, we can write down the ultimate Hamiltonian for a particular Landau
level in the following form;
H"=^X

q
aa'

(?)] V

“ ( - t ) p aa f e )=

f*

r-t*

|2 ^

q\
v 2 ,

is the effective potential for n *

0

veffn{ q ) A - * W l

(3.10)

(\ I2''
\q\

V

2

J

, and charge density operators in momentum

space for wavevectors q and - q are sums of K and K' points, namely:
p(q)= P++(q)+ P~ (q ) and p ( q ' ) = p * +( q' )+ p ~ ( q ' ) .
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As we can see, for the case n * 0, the relativistic behavior of graphene near
K and K' points leads to the admixture of the Laguerre polynomials in the
effective potential, and these polynomials are the sums of two terms with different
LL index, n and n -

1.

This stems from the fact that there are two different

sublattices in graphene, therefore, we need to work with a two-component
wavefunction, a spinor, to describe the behavior of the electrons in this material.
However, for the case n = 0 (the central LL) the behavior is identical to the usual
2DEG and the effective potential for n = 0 reads,
O

In e

2

(

- q

2

\

^ - - ^ s n r r J

It should be noted that similar to the case we had for the 2DEG, here in the
denominator of the effective potential we have the dielectric function as well.
However, in graphene with the same line of reasoning to a good approximation
the effect of the screening of the electrons lying in the LLL on the first few lower
LL’s can be safely ignored. Moreover, experiments have shown that the spacing
between low LL’s in graphene is even larger than what it is in a 2DEG [36],
therefore, our calculations here will yield to better results compared to 2DEG
systems.

Having built up the general formula for the effective potential, it is now time to
take care of the expectation value of the charge density operator, namely the
order parameter.

Order parameter, as it was defined by Eq. (2.8) is the FT of the expectation
value of the charge density operator in momentum space, and what it physically
does is that it shows a particular distribution of electrons on a lattice and finds the
changes between these different distributions (phases), and it also depends on
the filling factor. Since there are two cones (meaning that K and K' valleys are
inequivalent) in the first Brillouin zone of graphene, we have to take these two
into account when we want to define the order parameter of this material. The
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two cones are related to each other by time reversal symmetry, known as chirality
[17], [44], which means that whatever is right-handed in one cone is left-handed
in the other one and vice versa [38].

Thus, starting from the expression for the charge density operator in
momentum space for graphene, namely;
pn(q)= X e x p f - ^ l
X

v

T-

+ Z -]c; c+ + j [ ijj + ^ H ]c_+ c_

/ I ■h1

1 x+ x -

^

L

, - ' 9xX

J x+ x -

where plus and minus indices in creation and annihilation operators indicate the
chirality degree of freedom (ATand K' points) and since for the Form factors we
have;
(

I

\2 \

m
h*

+ l m-

Hence, we can rewrite charge density operators as follows;
Pn(q)= Z i ^ ++f e K c+ + F-~(q)c: c_ \e-,q'x
X [

X’ [

X+ X -

X'- X'+

x+ X - J

X’-

c- K ' x'
X'+J

The first terms inside the curly brackets in p(q) and p(- q) stand for the K point,
and the second ones in each one of the density operators stand for the K' point.
Therefore, as we can see, A and B atoms are taken care of by the Form factors
and in fact valley degree of freedom has been included in the fermionic creation
and annihilation operators.

Since the Hamiltonian we are working with, at a specific LL, is in the form of
Eq. (3.10);

w

t )p ‘ " ( ? )-

q W )

act'
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by inserting the above charge density operators, the Hamiltonian will get into the
form;
> C+ c+ + c+ c+ c_ c_
X '+

X+

X-

X '-

X'+

X+

X-

+ c_ c_ c+ c+ + c_ c_ c_ c.
X '-

X'+

X+

X-

X '-

X'+

X+

(3.11)

X-

Now comparing the expression for graphene’s Hamiltonian, Eq. (3.11), with the
expression we had for the case of the standard 2DEG;

we see that there are three more terms that we should be considering in
graphene. The reason is that in the 2DEG there are no nonequivalent points in
the Brillouin zone to be taken into consideration, however, in graphene there are
two inequivalent points K and K' in its first Brillouin zone and it is important that
in which cone we are locating our wave vectors. Thus, for the order parameter in
graphene we have the following four cases which we need to consider:
~ Both

q ) and p(q) are at K point,

-- Both fi{- q) and f ( q ) are at K' point,
-- f ( - q) is at K , and f ( q ) at K' point, and
-- yo(- q) is at K ' , and f ( q ) is at K point.

Therefore, one can see that in this way all possibilities for charge distribution
in momentum space for the two cones have been taken into account. The weight
for each of them should also be equal since from an electrostatic point of view it
is energetically favorable for the electronic density to be distributed with equal
weight on both sublattices.

Moreover, we see that we have a rather more complicated situation than what
we had for the case of 2DEG, basically; there are three more terms in the charge
density operator that we ultimately need to consider for the order parameter in
graphene.

Now the point is that since we are not considering the central
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LL, n = 0, it is shown [38] that for n * 0 the chiral symmetry reduces to just a
phase change between the two cones and hence it yields to the decoupling of the
K points in its momentum space, meaning that the expectation values of the two
crossed terms which denote the migration between the two K points are
canceled out. Therefore, for the order parameter in graphene (for each valley)
we are still able to make use of Eq. (2.8) and hence apply the AnsStze for
different phases we derived in chapter

2

and see the changes in the energy

expression as the filling factor varies from zero to 1A

As it was argued in chapter 2 , in the study of the quantum Hall effects in twodimensional electron gas systems HFA happens to give reasonable results that
can explain the physical properties in higher LL’s and therefore it is a reliable tool
for our calculations in this work too.

Recalling the energy within the Hartree-Fock approximation we derived for
standard 2DEG systems:
Em -

(c'r-Ci.)(clc%..)}

(3.12)

Z qX X '

The first term in the curly brackets is called the direct term, and the second one
indicates the exchange energy.
Now getting back to our own case, graphene, the energy expression within the
Hartree-Fock approximation is a combination of the direct and exchange terms
for each one of these cones.

Hence, the HF energy in graphene takes the

following form;

where the first two contractions in the square brackets stands for the K point, and
the second two expresses the physics related to K' point. This means that we
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can break the energy into two independent parts; one for K point and the other
for K' point.

Comparing this with the Hartree-Fock energy for 2DEG; i.e. Eq. (3.12), we
recognize that the expression in the square brackets for graphene is twice as
large as the expression in curly brackets for 2DEG. However, we should note
that the structure of the Form factors in the two cases is different from each other.

Having set up the expectation values for charge density operators, now we
can write the Hartree-Fock energy in terms of the order parameter Eq. (2.8):
x

Therefore, the expression for graphene in terms of the order parameter
becomes;
(3.14)

exchange

K point

where here, the direct and exchange potentials are;
= V^t and
exchange

(2nl2)veff(q) respectively.

Now that we have built up the energy expression in terms of the order
parameter in order to find out which structure (bubbles or stripes) on graphene is
more energetically favorable once electrons are subjected to a perpendicular
magnetic field and when the filling factor changes, we need to insert suitable
AnsStze in their corresponding order parameters. The analyses for the phase
transitions between different charge distributions on graphene as a function of the
filling factor will be discussed in sec. 3.4 of this study.
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3.3 Discussion on different phases in graphene

In this section our intention is presenting the calculations for different phases
in the three lowest LL’s in the same way as we did in sec. 2.4 of the work. Armed
with our mathematical tools that we have introduced in the previous sections, and
with the background we have from standard 2DEG, now we can start studying
how electrons cluster on graphene once a uniform perpendicular magnetic field is
applied to this system, and hence we can observe how these arrangements
might undergo changes once the filling factor varies from zero to one half. The
Hamiltonian we are considering is based on Coulomb interactions, Eq. (3.10),
and the LL numbers we are focusing on are n = 1 ,2 and 3. However, since the
Form factor in graphene is an admixture of different LL numbers the calculations
for the HF energy also involve n = 0.

As we know from chapter 2, the way we can solve for different structures in
charge density distribution, namely different phases is that using different forms
of order parameters which correspond to different arrangements of electrons on a
lattice. In this section we are first going to have an introduction on Wigner crystal
structure and then we will be presenting more details on calculations for bubble
and stripe phases.

3.3.1 Order parameter for Wigner crystal structure
The concept of WC was introduced and described in chapter 2, and it was
noted that for 2DEG systems once the conditions for this phase are satisfied this
crystalline structure can happen in both zero and nonzero magnetic fields.
However, in the case of graphene, WC can not be formed in zero magnetic fields
[45]. This is basically due to the fact that electrons have linear energy dispersion
near Dirac points in the reciprocal lattice of this material, and therefore the kinetic
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and potential energies scale identically with the density of charges. Moreover,
WC is shown and proved to happen for nonzero magnetic fields in the central LL,
namely for n = 0 [39]. Since this study is concerned with Landau levels numbers
from 1 to 3 this type of structure will not be explained more than this quick review
in that the details has been described in sec. 2.4.1.

3.3.2 Order parameter for bubble and stripe phases
With the knowledge we gained form sec. 2.4.2 regarding the physics of
bubbles and stripes and the transition between these two phases once the filling
factor changes from zero to one half, now we are ready to carry on our
calculations for the Hartree-Fock energy in the first three LL’s in graphene in
which the occurrence of these phases has been realized.

3.3.2. a. Calculation for the HF energy for Landau level n=1

In graphene, due to the admixture of Laguerre polynomials in each LL (except
the LLL, which is the same as the standard 2DEG) we need to compute rather
more complicated terms for its potentials.
The Form factor for the first LL is given by;
(\\n\\2\

(\I/71\2U -M2

and hence the direct potential reads;

which simplifies to:

However, the exchange potential becomes;
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-v^rexp

3 1

P « rM -

2

1 1

°l 2, + 16 q Mlfi

2

;

"

2

9

M

, ’c

V '
I2)

which is in fact calculated through an FT on the direct potential.

Finally, the energy within the HFA for the first LL, w= 1, will be given by;
,2 \

exp

2

-

4n

exp' - * a'
e
\ 4

4 eq

E hf = 2 n e 1Yu

3 1
V '
£ , ( 9"
2 0I 2 ) + 1 6 ^ M2’°

(3.15)

1 1

2q

2)

Having computed the energy within the HFA for the first LL, now we can continue
our calculations and begin to solve for the HF energy in the second Landau level.

3.3.2. b. Calculation for the HF energy for Landau level n=2

In this case, in order to begin with the calculations for the HF energy
corresponding to the second LL, we first need to calculate the Form factor
associated to its LL number.
Hence, for the Form factor we have;
■

( 1 \2^ " A t

f\ \2^
m

z,,2

2

+

A

m

,

4

2 J
\

The direct potential is then given by;
i f ne2'

/> .
Pdirect ~

^ e ff

~

^

V eq

[L2(q)+ L^q)] exp

'

I

2

or more explicitly can be rewritten as:
1 ne
2 eq
ne

exp

,2

V^r = - — exp
2 eq

I

2

I- q
2

2\

2-T<7
2 h2 + V
8
11

4 - 6»‘ + T ,
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Also solving for the exchange potential by performing an FT on the direct term,
we obtain;

2\
2\
-q
331 W V '
yfnexp
2-J2I\i
+
4 q 2-° 2 )
4 )

V'

4f

vi

( q 2^

" q Mv

2)

Therefore, the energy within the HFA for the second LL, namely n = 2, reads;
2

11

4

3

1

4 -6 a T
+—
4 q
H -~q
exp
=

I n e 2^

2 -j2 I0V '
\ 4

V 2
2s

105 1

exp

,

+—
64 q .

64 q

1,0

33 1 ,
+ 4 q

M 4i0
V '
I 2

2-°

2

;

V'
45 1

V '

8 q Mifi I

2

J

(3-16)
3.3.2. c. Calculation for the HF energy for Landau level n=3

Having done the calculations for the first two LL numbers, now we need to go
after the third LL n = 3.

In order to do so, we first need to compute its direct

potential via computing its corresponding Laguerre polynomials. The direct
potential in the case of the third LL reads:
ne
Vdirect ~

V e ff ( # ) _

ry

(

4$ ) q)

2)

+ L-,

or more clearly it can be expressed by:
ne
direct

1

2s(q)q

exp

-q

1

2304

q n + 0.8698q* - 4.4583q6 + 9.75q4 - 10?2 + 4

The exchange potential, namely the Fock term is the FT of the Hartree term:
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^exchange =

Performing the Fourier transformation on the Hartree term, we end up with the
following relation for the Fock term:

'

2 ne

V^rexp

1

-

91.329 M 40 V ' - 66.8745M.3,0
I 2
I

2

2 '

(

+ 29.25M.2,0

VF =
4 $ )q

q
^2

+ 4.5117M6,0

~

,

v
1 2

10M,I,Uo
\
■Mql,

;

1 4

;

Now, solving for the energy within the HFA, we have to subtract the Fock term
from the Hartree term:
F K point = F K ' point = I y
int

[V

^

[

direct

- V exchange 11A

which turns out to be:
exp

(3.17)
( - q 2^
V

48

2
4.5117 M,6,0

( i n e 2).

£
q

exp

f - q 2'

2)

+ 91.3291 M 40

V
2)

- 66.8745M.3,0

+ 29.2513M.2,0 V '
,2)
V2

- 1 0 M 1(

+ q-Jfi I {

\ 2)

Now that we have the expression for the energy for the first three LL’s, in
order to evaluate the energy specifically for the bubble and stripe structures and
analyze the competition between these two phases due to the changes in the
filling factor, we just need to insert the Ansatz we derived in sec. 2.4.2 for the
order parameters into their energy relations and see how the energy in every and
each one of the LL numbers varies once the filling factor goes from zero to one
half. The analyses of different phase diagrams and transitions between phases
as a function of the filling factor are the subject of discussion of the next section.
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3.4. Phase diagrams
As we did in sec. 2.5 for the 2DEG, we discuss the phase diagrams (obtained
within the HFA) for the first three LL’s.

In the case of the first LL, by looking at energy scales in graphs for the stripe
phase and bubble structure (Figs. 3.2, and 3.3) we will recognize that stripe
phase happens to be the winner in all through the range of the filling factor we
are considering. One physical ground for this would be the difference between
the structure of the Form factors between 2DEG systems and graphene, meaning
that we basically have an admixture of Laguerre polynomials in the Form factor in
graphene and consequently it makes the stripe structure more energetically
favorable in the first LL compared to the first LL in 2DEG systems.

-5 -

-

10

-

-1 5 -

-

20

-

-2 5 -

0.2

0.3

0.5

Legend
-------------------

Stripes N=1

Figure 3.2: graph for the HF energy as a function of the filling factor which shows the occurrence of the stripe
phase in graphene in its first LL.
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Graphene Bubbles M=1

----------------------------
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Figure 3.3: graph for the HF energy as a function of the filling factor which shows the formation of the bubble
structure in the first LL for graphene.

For the second LL, as it can be seen from Fig. 3.4 stripe phase is found to be
more energetically favorable from filling factor zero up to 0 . 1 1 , then bubbles with
two electrons per bubble are predicted to be formed until the filling factor reaches
0.25, and then what happens after v= 0.25 is that bubbles will be overridden by a

more compact structure of stripes. Therefore, this latter phase is expected to
have the lowest energy compared to the other two bubble structures, and the HF
energy predicts stripe phase to be more energetically favorable from v= 0.25
onwards.
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---------------------M=3
Figure 3.4: graph for the HF energy as a function of the filling factor which shows the competition between
stripe and bubble structures in the second LL in graphene.

Moreover, taking a closer look at the competition between bubbles with
different electrons per bubble in the case of the second LL, Fig. 3.5, we will see
that both bubble structures have almost the same energy from v=
basically from v =

0

0

to 0.06, so

to 0.06 there is an overlap between the two energies in both

bubble structures then bubbles with three electrons will be overridden by twoelectron bubbles, and the latter happens to have less energy until we reach at the
filling factor 0.42 where a phase transition from bubbles with M = 2 to M - 3 is
expected to be happening and bubbles with more electrons, namely M - 3, start
to form from filling factor v = 0.42 up to 0.5. This is in fact physically reasonable
since bubbles with fewer electrons are expected to get replaced by bubbles with
more density in electrons as the filling factor grows larger.
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Figure 3.5: graph for the HF energy as a function of the filling factor which shows the competition between
bubbles with different number of electrons per bubble in the second LL in graphene.

Having discussed phase transitions between the two structures of stripes and
bubbles in the first two LL’s in graphene, we are now going to analyze the graphs
for the energy verses the filling factor for the third LL. As it is seen from Fig. 3.6
energy calculations in the case of n= 3 are predicting the clusterization of
electrons in the form of stripes almost all through the range of the filling factor.
More explicitly, except for a small window in the filling factor from zero to 0.03
where bubbles are anticipated to be less in energy compared to stripes, they are
overridden by stripes in the rest of the variation of the filling factor. Therefore,
when the filling factor reaches 0.03 bubbles are going to be replaced by stripe
structure and hence we are expecting to see a phase transition at v= 0.03 from
bubble to stripe phase and then stripes seem to be more energetically favorable
from filing factor 0.03 onwards.
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Figure 3.6: graph for the HF energy as a function of the filling factor which shows the competition between
stripe and bubble structures in the third LL in graphene.

On the other hand, the analyses for phase transitions between bubbles with
different number of electrons inside each bubble based on Fig. 3.7 show that
except for a small range in the filling factor from 0.02 and 0.05 where twoelectron bubbles have less energy, bubbles with M =4 are more energetically
favorable, and in fact electrons have a tendency to get into a more compact
structure, i.e. bubbles with four electrons rather than three or two-electron
bubbles. However, as it has already been discussed, stripes are expected to be
forming in a rather large range of variation in the filling factor as they are less in
energy compared to bubble structure for the case of the third LL.
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Figure 3.7: graph for the HF energy as a function of the filling factor which shows the competition between
bubbles with different number of electrons per bubble in the third LL in graphene.

Analyses of the phase transitions between bubble and stripe structures for the
first three LL’s in the case of graphene was the last topic of the study, therefore,
the next chapter will be devoted to the concluding remarks and discussions on
what has been studied throughout the work.
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Chapter 4
Conclusions and closing remarks
In this study, we started with the quantum Hall effect in a two-dimensional
electron gas in a strong magnetic field limit, and by means of the Hartree-Fock
approximation different structures in electron charge density due to the variation
of the filling factor were studied.

Then the method was applied to graphene

which was the major topic of the work. The main difference between 20EG and
graphene was the fact that the energy spectrum in graphene closely resembles
Dirac spectrum for massless particles, and hence electrons behave like massless
relativistic fermions. Moreover, due to graphene lattice structure there are two
inequivalent points in its Brillouin zone that should have been taken into
consideration.

More precisely, this study was concerned with the first three Landau levels
(LL’s), namely when n (LL number) was raised from one up to 3 where the HFA
is quite reasonable.

Moreover, two main types of phases were investigated,

namely bubble and stripe structures, and it was shown that for both cases- the
2DEG and graphene- once the filling factor was changed from zero to Vz
electrons are more likely to have a phase transition from bubble structure to a
rather more compact crystalline phase called stripes.

Also, by studying the

phase diagrams of the first three LL’s, it was learned that the higher LL number
we are focusing on, the sooner the electrons tempt to clump together and form
into stripe structure.
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The new contributions of the thesis were the analyses of the phase diagrams
based on the HFA for graphene, and it was shown that for the first LL in
graphene the stripe structure seems to be way more energetically favorable
compared to the first LL in a standard 2DEG system. The comparison between
the conventional 2DEG and graphene for the second LL showed that in both
cases the stripe phase is more energetically favorable as the filling factor grows
larger from zero, however, due to the results given by the phase diagrams
bubbles are formed at a higher filling factor in graphene compared to the case of
the 2DEG, moreover, the second phase transition, this time from bubbles to
stripes, again occurs in a higher filling factor in graphene compared to the 2DEG.
For the third LL in graphene, however, as it was shown by the phase diagrams
except within a small window in the filling factor where bubbles seem to be more
energetically favorable, all the rest of the filling factor is furnished by stripe
structure.

On the contrary, for the 2DEG there was two phase transitions

between stripes and bubbles in the case of n =3 , namely in the beginning stripes
are more likely to occur and then they are replaced by the so-called bubbles and
the second phase transition happened later which replaced bubbles with stripes.

The fact that the stripe structure is generally more energetically favorable in
graphene compared to a conventional 2DEG is presumably due to the fact that
for the case n± 0, the relativistic behavior of graphene near K and K' points
leads to the admixture of the Laguerre polynomials in the effective potential, and
these polynomials are the sums of two terms with different LL index, n and n - 1.
In other words, the Form factor in graphene is an admixture of two different
Laguerre polynomials, with different LL numbers, and hence the direct term in its
expression for the HF energy has more zeros and consequently electrons have
more tendencies to clump together compared to the case of the 2DEG.
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Appendix A: Special Functions

Hermite polynomials
Hermite polynomials are a classical orthogonal polynomial sequence that arises
in physics, as the eigenstates of the quantum harmonic oscillator. They are
named in honor of Charles Hermite. The following is the recurrence relation and
the list for a few first terms of these polynomials [46]:
H n+l(x) = 2 x H „ ( x ) - 2 n H „ _ 1(x)
H 0{x) = 1

// ,( * ) = 2x
H 2( x ) = 4 x 2 - 2

Laguerre polynomials
Laguerre polynomial is named after Edmond Laguerre (1834 - 1886), and is
defined by;

The first few Laguerre polynomials are listed below [46]:

Z °(x) = L„(x)
La
0( x ) = 1
L“ ( x ) = - x + a + 1
L“ (x) = ^ [ x 2 - 2 ( a + 2)x+ ( a + l)(a + 2)]
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Gamma Function
Gamma function is an extension of the factorial function to complex numbers. If z
is a positive integer, then:
r ( z ) = ( z - l)l and r ( z + l) = z r ( z )

Below is listed the result for the Gamma functions which has been used
throughout the study [46];

r(i)=

1
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Whittaker function
Whittaker functions arise as solutions to the Whittaker differential equation.

- m

d2u d u
d z 2 + dz

z

u =0

z

\

J

Let u = exp(~^~ wk,m(z) where wkMz) denotes a Whittaker function.

The linearly independent solutions to this equation are:
- +m -k
Af*,„ (z). zXf2*"

1

+

lif c w + l)

( - + m- * ) ( - + m- *)
z+

2IC 2 ot + 1 ) ( 2 w + 2)

and M k_m(z), where M kjn(z) is a confluent hypergeometric function. In terms of
confluent hypergeometric function, these solutions are;

M m to = e' 2fl

i F i [ \ + m - k>1 + 2m>z)

(z) _ e-2i2z*+l/1 U[± + m - k , l + lm\z)

Bessel function
Bessel functions are first defined by Daniel Bernoulli and then generalized by
Friedrich Bessel, and are canonical solutions y(x) of Bessel differential equation:

dx

dx

for an arbitrary real or complex number a .
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The most common and important special case is where a is an integer n , then
a is referred to as the “order” of the Bessel function.

Modified Bessel Function
Bessel functions are valid even for complex arguments x, and an important
special case is that of a purely imaginary argument. In this case, the solutions to
the Bessel equation are called the modified Bessel functions of the first and
second kind, modified Bessel functions of the first kind that are used in the study
are defined by:
I a( x ) = r aJ a( i x)
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Appendix B

Relation between 2nV and —
N
Total number of electrons per LL, N , in terms of the filling factor, v , is given by;
n = vx N

where n is the total number of electrons in the sample (per area L2).
The filling factor is defined to be the number of electrons per number of states;
number o f electrons

v = ------------------------number o f states

On the other hand, the number of states (degeneracy of each LL) is given by the
following ratio;
number o f states =

^ 2

where L2 is the area of the sample, and (2 ft I2) 1 is the density of states per LL
(macroscopic degeneracy per unit area).
Hence, the total number of electrons per LL, N , can be expressed by;
N = — r and therefore its inverse will be -7- = 2 n l 2 .
2 ft I
N
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Charge

density

operator

and

form

factors in graphene

Charge density operator in graphene for a particular LL, n , has the following
form;
p “(«)=

2 Fr'(s)p“ y)

with:
Paa (<l)= X < «|exp(- l{<7 + ( « - <*')k \ ■Je)
where a and a'

are valley degrees of freedom (showing the chirality of

electrons in graphene), K is the wave vector that connects the two different K
and K' points in the first Brillouin zone, and R is the guiding center which is the
center of the cyclotron motion.
The Form factor in graphene when a * a' reads;
r i- n

[ n\ 12 - i(q + ( a - a ' ) k ) l
[

exp

- (q + (a - a ' ) k ) 212
4

\

- (g + (or - a ' ) k ) 212
n

2

which is slightly different from its corresponding 2DEG version in that the full
description of the Form factor for a standard 2DEG when n < n' is expressed by;
1
V2

H

+

•s*

2

1

n\

n '-n

I

1

exp

r - « 2/ 2i
4

q 2l 2
n

2

where La
n(x) is the generalized Laguerre polynomial.
Moreover, Form factors in graphene for different K points are related to each
other by;

whereas, in 2DEG Form factors satisfy the following relation:
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f* A v) = [ f* A - 9 ) ]

The difference between the two cases is due to the fact that there are two
inequivalent points K

and

K'

in the Brillouin zone of graphene, and

consequently there is a wave vector, K , in its momentum space which relates
these two points.
Writing down the explicit form of the Form factors in graphene for different
options in chirality, we obtain;

K +(q)=

(\

|2 \

l 2>l

■

m

+
I 2 J

-i(q + q - K - K ' )

K-{q)=

f\

m
a

1................. .

"

I

2

)

q-K \
exp

2J 2H

where q and K are given by i q x - qy and i K x - K y respectively.
Therefore, for the multiplication of the Form factors of the following form;
F "(*q )F '~ (± q )

F - ( T ? ) F - * ( ± q)
F » {+ q )F -'(± q )

F~(*q)r-(±q)

we have a Gaussian exp
(
exp

from Form factors F * + and F~ and a Gaussian

I

q ± k\

due to the Form factors F +~ and F ~ * ,

Now considering a term of the form F ++ and F + , for example, that involves a
product of Gaussians exp

and exp -

’±K\7

, then we get:
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4J

exp

= exp

4

\

(N

exp

K

1^

+

1
12\
\ q - K\

(

2

K

q' - 2

(with a change of variable

i-i'+ j)
<1'2)

{

2 ,

exp

f

K 2)

i

(

100

Therefore, the product of Gaussians simply becomes exp

The only thing we need to recall is the fact that all wave vectors are in units of the
inverse of the magnetic length I and that K x ~ , where a is the distance
between carbon atoms.
(

K 21
00

1

Thus, term exp

oc exp

r

/M
2 because of the following length scales:
^ a J

Distance between neighboring carbon atoms:

a = 0.14 nm
I

Magnetic length:

The ratio:

26 nm

y * 0.005j B [71

is suppressed since the ratio

I2
- y

a

is very large at experimentally accessible fields.

The argument is completely analogous for other suppressions:
and

F°

F~* (-? )F ~ (? ) =
Therefore, it is proved that Form factors;
f

I — 12 \

- \k \

, and
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are suppressed exponentially, and Form factor:

F “~a(- q)F~aa(<7 ) ocy4j- <x— is suppressed algebraically.
K
1
Hence, to a good approximation it is enough to work with Form factors of the
following form;
( \ \2 \

*? *(« )=

\

(\

+ ^nl-1
V

\2 \

2

-M2

J
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Appendix C

Calculations for the dielectric function

As it was said in the study, once electrons at the upper LL’s are being
considered, it is physically important to take into account the role of the electrons
located at the lower LL’s. This electrical effect is called screening which is
computed via the so-called dielectric function. In other words, we need to take
into account the occupied inert levels in the lower LL’s that affect the Coulomb
interaction between the electrons at the upper LL’s. The dielectric function is
expressed by [31]:
(1.C)

e ( q ) = 1+ v (^ )n (< 7 )

where n(<?)

(2.C)
m <N in

and

/ \

2ne

= — — is the Coulomb potential.
Ku

Also the Form factor is given by;

Therefore, n(g), (2.C), can be rewritten as;

Using the asymptotic expression for Laguerre polynomials:
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(n+ m)\ exp ^ j J m(y]2x(2n+ m+ l) )

provided that x « n

£ (*)«
n\

X

(

v

m
2

11

2

2)

Function n (^ ), (2.C), can be expressed as follows:
O
N-\ oo
( - D”
n fe) = — - — I I
n l 1 ti(oc

J n -m

(qylm+n+ l) J m_n( ? V n + / w + l )

This recent relation can be simplified via the following identity for Bessel
functions:
J-„(x) = (- 1

( n is a natural number)

Hence, the ultimate formula for function n(<f), (2.C), will be computed by the
following summation:
N - 1 oo

[ J n-m{ q ' l n + m + l )]2

n i n ajc m=0n=jv

(3C )

( n - m)

and consequently for the dielectric function (1 .C) we arrive at:
2ne
kq

2

m + l )]2
) m=0n=K

ho)c{ n - m)

(4.C)

There is also an asymptotic expression for the dielectric function valid in the
regime of small wavevectors which is given by [2 2 ]:
2

(5.C)
h2m

where a B, Bohr radius, equals to: a B = Ane0 ^
and Rc , is equal to: Rc = sj2N + 1 /

The plot for the asymptotic expression of the dielectric function is shown in
Fig.I.c.
Now in order to compare the behavior of the two expressions for the dielectric
function, namely (4.C) and (5.C), as a function of wavevector we need to plot the
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exact dielectric function (4.C) for a specific LL number and the asymptotic relation
(5.C).
Fig. 2.c shows the results for the dielectric function as a function of wavevector
for the asymptotic expression (5.C) and for the exact (4.C) when N (the LL
number) is set to 5, and the infinity on the upper limit of the sigma over n in (3.C)
has been set to different numbers up to 20. As it can be seen, the more terms we
are considering in the exact formula, the closer the plots will get to the asymptotic
expression.
Moreover, all graphs have considerable overlap in small wavevector regime
where the asymptotic expression is quite acceptable. Also, it can be shown that
the larger the LL number is chosen, the better the overlap it has with the
asymptotic formula. This is shown in Figs. 3.1.c and 3.2.c for two different LL
numbers 2 and 5 respectively.

2.

1.

Legend
Asymtotic
Figure 1.c: the behavior of the asymptotic expression for the dielectric function as a function of wavevector
(Bohr radius and magnetic length are set to one).
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3.5:

2.5

Legend
N=5..10
--------------N=5..15
--------------N=5..20
--------------Asymptotic
Figure 2.c: the comparison between the asymptotic and the exact expressions for the dielectric function
verses wavevector (Bohr radius and magnetic length are set to one) once different limits for the infinity in the
exact formula has been considered for LL number 5.
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2.5

Legend
N=2..20
Asymptotic
Figure 3.1.c: the overlap between the asymptotic and exact expressions for the dielectric function verses
wavevector (Bohr radius and magnetic length are set to one) once the second LL is considered and the
infinity in the sum has been set to 20.
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3.5-

2.5-

Legend
----------------N=5..20
---------------Asymptotic
Figure 3.2.c: the overlap between the asymptotic and exact expressions for the dielectric function verses
wavevector (Bohr radius and magnetic length are set to one) once the fifth LL is considered and the infinity in
the sum has been set to 20.
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